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Arturas Poe(1992.06.26)
 
Life is a game so lets play it till the end.
 
Without world There wouldn't be us but without us there wouldn't be world.
 
Just a simple guy whose been writing from when he was small living my life on
the hard side of the world i grew up on streets seen quite a lot traveled a bit and
just love living.
 
Shutting your feelings inside yourself equals to suicide... Therefore Words were
created so start Using them! ~ Artuas Poe
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Already A Year
 
It has already been a year
Since i left that place
Still counting days
Without wanting to return
I look back at myself sitting there
Alone like it always used to be...
 
Today to i am no different at all
Maybe little bit more strength i got
Maybe my dreams are larger than before
But i am still the same
Standing at this new place
All alone like it always was
 
And in time to come i do not know
Where i will be standing next
But what i do know
That i won't always be alone!
 
Arturas Poe
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Always Alone
 
From the start i was alone
Always wishing just to run away
Hidding in those little corners of this world
Keept on going till today
And it seems strange but maybe i did find at last
The place where i do not need to hide
So i will fight and try to live here today
But still i do not know
What the days to come will bring
So i wont dream to much
And just live as it is.
 
Arturas Poe
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Because Of You
 
Please forget about him
Forget all the memories which u made with him
Because when we kiss i feel like
You are splitting your memories in half
Making space for those with me
And still holding those with him
 
I can't love you wholeheartedly
If you still think about him
I don't want to be left alone
I just want to hold you all the time
Please let me be by your side
And forget what was in the past
 
You woke up my sleeping heart
Which was sleeping for so long
So long that i can't remember
When you are by my side
It beats as if it wants to hop out
You know Why?
It's because of you.
 
Arturas Poe
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Beloved And Hated Place
 
There is this country where i was born
Where people walk as it was before...
There is this city where i grew up
Where people that i know walk...
 
But still i hate the city
I hate it from my heart
Its tainted with those memories of life
Memories which i tainted red myself
 
Today i am miles away
I don't want to ever see it again
So i hope that one day
those memories will fade...
So i could walk and fill my heart
With new warm dreams...
 
Arturas Poe
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Beutiful Yet Unseen
 
Mixing colours to create
Something Unknown
Its like Dreams
Starts by taking one
But Changes with the things you mix
Nothing stays the same
IF it would DO
Then we would be scared
Of trying to mix and create
Beautiful but yet Unseen things.
 
Arturas Poe
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Bliss? Or Pain?
 
People say 'Love is a bliss'
But love can hurt
They say seeing the one you love
IS all that takes to be happy in heart
But do they even know
How truly hard it is
To be standing there day by day
Laughing and talking
Looking in those deep blue eyes
Knowing that she won't ever be yours
So why do we call this kind of LOve
A BLISS?
When all that i can see
Is Pain.
 
Arturas Poe
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Choice
 
Freedom to dream for
Delusion of eyes
Never ending circle of life
That is how we live today
Moving on those roads of life
We agree to everything that we disagree
Without thinking two times we believe
Even if we know its not right
We do it just because its easier to live
Like there is no tomorrow at all
Without regrets without tears without feelings at all
Keep on moving until we reach that spot
Where we have to choose
To be human
Or continue this robot fight...
 
Arturas Poe
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Chosen Roads
 
Our dreams are just controlled
By our will inside the heart
So lets not give them to others
Lets fulfill them with our hands
And only then we will be able to sing
Of those days which passed by
Of memories we made together
when walking our chosen roads
so lets reach out to that night sky
And for once again
Move without anyone
Controlling us..
 
Arturas Poe
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Different Stars
 
I wonder when did we start to see
Those stars differently
I wonder when we started to look at them separately
Was it so long ago that i forgot
Or was it that i wanted to forget
 
While we used to walk hand in hand
Holding you tightly i swore to be
The only one in your dreams
Holding all of your tears
But still i guess that was not enought.
 
Arturas Poe
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Do You Remember?
 
I wonder why today u write
I wonder why right now you need me
More than anyone else out there
Its strange to think
That one year ago
When i asked you to love me
You never gave an answer to me...
So today i ask again
But different question it is...
Do you remember that day
When u threw my feelings away?
 
Arturas Poe
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Eating Me
 
Swayed by love
Swayed by greed
Walking down that path
Seeing your back and only that back
Showing me that path
Learning to walk
To reach you from behind
I wanted to walk beside you
But still i couldn't do
So i went my separate road of life
Choosing my own dreams and destiny
I forgot of you
Maybe that is why its so easy to live
Yet so hard to breath
And the feeling of regret
IS always EATING ME!
 
Arturas Poe
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Emotions Of Life
 
Let us be happy today
Let us be sad tomorrow
Let us cry next week
Let us Laugh next month
 
Emotions do change
For every human they are not the same
But each of us are walking souls
With dreams and goals to be reached
 
Falling down is just a given
Crying for mistake is something needed
Learning from each day is our best lessons of life
And never giving up is the key to achiving what we SEEK
 
Arturas Poe
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Engraved Into Heart
 
Memories Engraved deep inside my heart
And locked off to not ever remember them again
Until this day when the lock was broken off
I started to recall all those things...
Things which hurt you and made you cry the most
Things which made me happy more than anyone else
And Your echoing voice telling me 'I love you'
Which i don't hear no more...
 
But those memories will fade
And i will walk that road
Which you showed me For once Again!
Without turning back going into the alley
With no lights i cry each and every day
Because its cold and only the sound of music
Echoing from far away...
Leaves me at peace when i remember
Your voice and go to sleep at night...
I say bye bye we won't meet again!
 
Arturas Poe
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Everything Change
 
I still remember that day
When our eyes met
You were quite younger than me
I was Quite older than you
You were growing up
I saw you few times before
And now you stand before me
As the one whom i love
As the one who i never want to let go
Even if we are separated right now
I will still hold onto what we have created
Until we meet again and again
Until we won't be able to separate!
You just sit and wait
I Promise to give you
Happiness each and every day!
 
Arturas Poe
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Face That I Never Want To See
 
Its because you still are
I can't live in peace
Its because you do not let me go
That i run away as fast as i can
Its because you still ask me if i love you
Even thought you knew the answer from the start
And why do i suffer so much
When i see you with other man walking hand in hand?
Its stupid because you and I were over
Even before it started...
We decided to be friends
But hey it still hurts to see you cry
SO PLEASE DO NOT SHOW THAT FACE TO ME!
 
Arturas Poe
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Fairy Tail Dreams
 
Dark winter night sky
Shining stars from far away
Cold winter night breeze
Keeps on pushing me away
Helping me to move
It feels so great
Its beautiful indeed
 
Wanting to be
One star from millions i see
I wander of to fairy tail dreams
Where i have no limits with my own free will!
Only thing that keeps me moving
IS imagination... Illusion of life
Which has no limitations at all!
 
Arturas Poe
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Far Away
 
Lets open up our albums of life
And embark on journey which will tell us
How much we changed from those little days
And today while watching them play
Thinking of how much i was alike
Growing fast my beloved ones
Are already so grown up
They do not listen to what we say
But we used to be the same
Flipping pages i do see
Myself loving and hating
Crying and laughing
Every step was something i choose myself
And today i think wasn't it my mistake?
Or was it just my dream
That made me go so far away
Where i can't even see
My beloved ones change...
 
Arturas Poe
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Freedom Is Just A Dream
 
Freedom is just an word
Never ending circle of life
Freedom is just an dream
That none of us could reach
Freedom is delusion of eyes
Creation to let us leave in peace
 
Calling our life as free
Is just running away
From reality which our eyes see
Controled by those rules
MOving in that circle of mixed days
Sitting in those corners of Life
 
Arturas Poe
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From The Death
 
As from the dead
I raise with new blood
Running trough my cold vines
Heart starts to beat
New dreams warms up my soul
As i walk destroying those walls
With new weapons i gain the strength
To stand firm
Confronting those things
Which were deadly back then
But now its new
And everything will be started
From the dust like it should have been
 
Arturas Poe
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I Wish
 
I wish to be a star that shines upon you
I wish to be an cloud which travels along side you
I wish to be the rain to touch you sometimes
I wish to be the sun to warm you up
I wish to be the snow when u want to freeze ur heart up
 
I just wish to be someone who can always be with you
Someone who can do
All those things that one human can't do
I wish to be the wind
Then i could whisper you each day
I won't go away
So let me love you each and every day...
 
Arturas Poe
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I Won'T Run Away
 
Spilling ink like water into bath
I climb these steps
Infinite i seek
Playing game with no reset
I live and breath
Not giving up i move
Breaking walls with fists alone
I stand on this boundary
Of life and death.
 
Road was long
Its even longer from here on
I see so many things to come
Leaving everything that was
This mountain is crumbling
But i won't run at all
I will stand and laugh
At all those haters
Who taught me what life truly is.
 
Arturas Poe
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If It Wasn'T For Her
 
Maybe if it wasn't for her
I Wouldn't be here today
Maybe if it wasn't for her
I still wouldn't know how to cry
Maybe if it wasn't for her
I wouldn't have found joy in Life
Maybe if it wasn't for her
I wouldn't have felt the pain
Maybe if it wasn't for her
I still wouldn't have learned how to Dream
But i know indeed if it wasn't for her
I Wouldn't know how to love at all...
Watching her back while she was walking away
Wasn't sad and I did not cry at all
I just wished her
To be much more happy than she could be with ME!
 
Arturas Poe
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Internet Love
 
When i first met you on the internet
I thought that we can get along
So i started to talk with you
About life and how hard it is
Day after day passed away
We got to know each other more
And i was happy with how it was.
 
The day we meet came
And we both came to that place
Where our eyes first met
We already knew this is it
This is what we were both looking for
Laughing, talking, joking around
Everything was perfect
After that you became my girlfriend
 
On other day we met again
We went to this place Near the lake
We stayed there for hell knows how long
We didn't care because we were together
It seemed everything was perfect
But still something was missing all along...
 
After some time i became to aware of you
I became scared of what will happen
Because i was just stupid brat
Who didn't had anything
Who could only hurt others
But still i loved you
 
I ran away and left you alone
You cried and i was thinking what have i done
After that we became only friends
Years have passed we have changed
But thoes feelings still are in my heart
Sorry but i still can't forget about you.
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It Was Over Before It Started
 
Its because you still are
I can't live in peace
Its because you do not let me go
That i run away as fast as i can
Its because you still ask me if i love you
Even thought you knew the answer from the start
And why do i suffer so much
When i see you with other man walking hand in hand?
Its stupid because you and I were over
Even before it started...
We decided to be friends
But hey it still hurts to see you cry
SO PLEASE DO NOT SHOW THAT FACE TO ME!
 
Arturas Poe
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Learning To Cry
 
Yearning to touch you
Not wanting to see you
Loving you from a far
And still wanting to forget you
 
Is hard to live like this
Fighting with my own self
Watching blue sky
And remembering us at night...
 
I wonder why it's not the same
I wonder why i started to hate
I wonder why i could never forget you
Even thought i was the one who left you
 
And the one who cried
Wasn't you
But instead it was me
Who learned how to cry
And it was all thanks to you!
 
Arturas Poe
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Lets Start A War
 
As people who i admire
I want to be admired to
My weapon is pen
My head is ammunition
Lets start this war of words and thoughts
Even if i am still a rook i will bite
Because my heart for writing is all i got
And soul to never give it up!
 
Arturas Poe
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Life Is Playful But Yet Painful
 
Yet again i found something
That couldn't ever be...
Her kisses were playful
But at times painful
She became closer to me
Than anyone before
Her embraces were childish
Yet full of love
I have seen her growing up
Yet life let me fall for her
She's younger then me
I am older then her
Love is sometimes painful
But i will keep on loving her
And holding until the time comes
To choose which way to go
But that's still long on the way
 
Arturas Poe
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Memories Of Him
 
I remember the day
When i started to dream
You told me to reach
You were like father to me
Showed me the path
Told me to be strong
I learned so much
I learned from the best
You were my best friend
And pushed me forward
And even in darkness
You showed me the light
And told me not to give up
I stood for once again
I lived up to my dreams
So today i stand tall
In front of your Grave.
 
Arturas Poe
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More Than I Ever Had
 
Used to believe in god
I walked this path full of holes
Believing was one thing
But receiving was another
Never once i got help
From believing in someone...
 
I carried this one cross
From the day i was born
Praying to god not for myself
But for people around me...
I was fallen down but got up
Because i can't lose just yet...
There are people around me
Who deserved to have More!
More than i ever had...
 
Arturas Poe
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Never Again.
 
I do not want to remember
I do not want to know you all
I just want to forget
And run far far away...
 
Flying living like i want
Just like it should be
I was dumb to return
To this place of greed
 
I hate this place from heart indeed
I hate people who here live
Even if that is place of birth
I don't want to ever return here!
 
Arturas Poe
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Out Of Place Dream
 
When you go to sleep
I will still breathe
I will think and write again
Sitting and looking at your face
I will remember those days
When we were blessed for meeting each other.
 
Dreaming of the past and now
I will paint this painting
black and white with a bit of red
To heat it all up
There will be a broken heart
Which u broke with your own hands!
 
Now i got it all back
Now i am almost at the end
Of forgetting all that was
But why the hell do i keep
On dreaming this out of place DREAM?
 
Arturas Poe
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Pain In My Heart
 
Your friends, your family, your love
You left them back at home...
I knew i hurt so many people
But i hurt them for my sake
I stepped on their hearts
Just to move forward in my life
But never once did i forget
OF things that i have done
Crying all the time at nights
Was painful to my core
But i couldn't change my memories at will
So i had to suffer till the end
Even if they did forgive me in the end
I never had forgiven to myself...
 
Arturas Poe
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People Like Me
 
People still keep passing by
They are moving accelerating fast
But i keep on standing waiting for them to pass
Red light is shining on this crossroad of life
 
My legs are trembling i am scared to cross
This street that has no lights at all
Trembling from this cold
I lose all my dreams to reach the top
 
And so i think if they were right
I have no chances of sucess
But maybe i am idiot indeed
But this world if full of idiots like me...
 
Arturas Poe
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Played Over By Her
 
I never was an angel
I never loved them at all
Always playing all around
Breaking hearts
That was one way of living my life
 
Smiling at them all
I saw them as nothing more
THan just a toys
Until i met an girl who was
Matched with me...
 
I didn't understand
While playing with her
I was played over by her
And left to stand on those cold streets
With my heart broken in half
 
It has already been 5 years
And i never once forgot her face
Or her voice
Saying those words
'You were played over yourself'
 
Arturas Poe
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Playful Kiss
 
If It's Meant to be...
I Would love to see
Us getting old together
With our childish hearts and dreams
Remembering those days
Of our playful kisses
We would laugh embracing
Looking at the stars together
Freezing in each others hands
And moving slowly hand in hand
To That world Beyond of our reaches!
 
Arturas Poe
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Questions And Answers
 
Questions pop in my head
Answers are scatered in heart
I keep on thinking
I keep on trembling
Scared of matching them i live
While running all around the world
I keep on evading topics of the past
Trying to create new life
Leaving everyone behind
 
And even if i know
That i won't forget at all
The people whom i left
People whom hearts i broke
In order to reach Each of my goals
Now i can say how sorry i am
But it won't change a thing
Like it used to
When we were just an LITTLE KIDS....
 
Arturas Poe
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Questions Of The Past
 
The day is yet to come When she will ask of me
Who was that one girl back then
Remembering the past i will smile and laugh
Whispering the word INC-RE-DIB-LE
She was like an angel without wings
A little bit hysterical
But loving more than anyone else
A little bit angry
But never to much
She used to know what i liked and not
I used to love her more than anyone
With love without boundaries
With soul that warm
She was the girl i wanted to have
Question will show up
Why did you break up?
I will smile and silently whisper to her
She never learned to forgive...
 
Arturas Poe
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Quotes Of Mine
 
This is not a poem this are quotes made by me and i just want a feedback from
you all :) 
 
We are all Equaly made... Just our stories are not the same ~ Arturas Poe
 
I never wanted to love but i always wanted to be loved ~ Arturas Poe
 
Each day should be happier day than the one before.. ~ Arturas Poe
 
IF you think you made a mistake Don't try to correct it rather try not to make it
again... ~ Arturas Poe
 
life is full of regrets but living it is not one of them! ~ Arturas Poe
 
'There is nothing wrong or right in this world... There is only you and your
decisions! ' ~ Arturas Poe
 
Some moments in time are really short so just live them out so that you can
remember them forever. ~ Arturas Poe
 
You are never born with a DREAM life teaches you how to DREAM ~ Arturas Poe
 
Come with me, Cry with me that way none of us will be lonely! ~ Arturas Poe
 
Arturas Poe
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Roads Of Dreams
 
Roads of Dreams in front of me
From that past i still see
So many things to be done
So many things to achieve
Reaching hands out to that light
From darkness i climb
Dreaming of forbidden grounds
Running from those hated places
I keep on standing in this night
Thinking of something from that past
Trying to forget and erase
Learning to live
In those places that i Reach.
 
Arturas Poe
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Same Old Days
 
Nothing changed at all
All these years have passed by
But music still sounds the same
Just pushing life around
In this never ending Rythm of days
I wonder when did it all start?
Was it my mistake?
That made me realise
How boring this life truly is...
 
Arturas Poe
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Sensation
 
I can't feel your sensation
I can never touch you again
Being alone at nights is painful
But there are things that can't be changed
Living alone without love at all
Its hard but its better than feel that pain again...
 
Moving on without you... your smile or your embrace
It's almost as learning to walk or to talk all over again
If it was so easy to forget...
I would have had erased you more than hundred times by now...
Trembling and crying at nights is hard
Writing this pathetic lines which will never reach you again.
 
Arturas Poe
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Something Little
 
Something little
Just a bit different
I wanted to be
Someone out of non ordinary picture
 
Defying the rules
I was moving and hidding
Under those smiles
With crying face and soul
 
But now i do realize
How hard is it to break them all
To break those rules
Created from long ago
 
And even if i do play by them
It doesn't mean
That i have to be the same
As all other are
In this painting of life...
 
Arturas Poe
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Still Holding Back
 
Words that you whisper
Are not worthy of me
I cannot take them into heart
Because i hurt you once before
So why today do you talk so good of me
Why don't you remember what i did?
Even when it haunts me from years back
Still crying and holding back
I hold you dear
Without letting anyone hurt you
Like i did before...
 
Arturas Poe
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Strange
 
When you look outside you see
So many people walking on the streets
Wearing different things
But still with only two feet
 
Why do we have to hate each other
Why do we have wars at times of peace
We are all made the same
Manufactured to have
Two feet, two hands, one dream
And a heart that beats
 
Still we kill
Still we steal
Still we hate...
Waiting for the times
When we all can walk
Without being scared at all
 
Arturas Poe
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Stupid Dreams
 
Was it my stupid self
My dreams and ambitions...
That brought me here
Or was it just my greed
To have more than anyone else
To see what was beyond
Those borders of this boring everyday life
Miles away i sit alone and think
That i got everything i dreamed off
SO why i am not happy right now?
Why do i cry and tremble every single day?
And so every night
I Go to sleep while smiling
At my stupid Dreams...
 
Arturas Poe
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Tears And Time
 
I cry for today, i cry for tomorrow
I smile for next week, i laugh for next month
I think of next year
I think of you too
I write these lines
With my heart open like a book
My tears are letters
My laughter are words
Your presence is needed
For poems to be Completed!
 
Arturas Poe
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The End
 
Now its the End
Its the truth
Maybe it won't be the same
Like it used to be
Maybe i will still look at you standing far away
Maybe i will be happy watching you being happy
Start to smile when i spot you in the crowd
Still be walking past you
Without even a word of hello
There weren't any bad times
There weren't any sad times
They were all happy times
Now they are memories of past
Looking back one day i will say
Yes i knew that girl from long long time ago...
I Though she was the one
But in the end it was all just a lie...
I will close those memories again
And smiling i will say:
Good Bye.
 
Arturas Poe
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The Poem Are You.
 
Your Kisses are my words
Embracess are my thoughts
Your smile makes me move on
Eyes drives me crazy all the time
You are the poem of my life
Without you i wouldn't be able to write
Those stories of my and your life
So what am i now to do?
When i can't even breath without you!
 
Arturas Poe
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Traumatizing Love
 
No matter the time which will pass
No matter where i will be, with whom i will be
I will remember your smile and voice
Telling me words that i do not deserve to hear.
 
And hoping for day to come
When i can erase you from my heart
I would be saved from that traumatizing love life
And only then i would move forward
And only then i would be able to love again!
 
Arturas Poe
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We All Have Dreams
 
All of us are greed
All of us got dreams
Wanting to accomplish what we seek
Wanting to live free
From when were just little kids
We learned how to breather
We learned how to walk and talk
Getting trough each day was a pain
But without regreting it
We have lived to this day
Many negative and dark thoughts were made
But many good and happy memories still remain
We are humans at birth
So yet why do we fight?
If we all have DREAMS?
 
Arturas Poe
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We Are All The Same
 
When you look outside you see
So many people walking on the streets
Wearing different things
But still with only two feet
 
Why do we have to hate each other
Why do we have wars at times of peace
We are all made the same
Manufactured to have
Two feet, two hands, one dream
And a heart that beats
 
Still we kill
Still we steal
Still we hate...
Waiting for the times
When we all can walk
Without being scared at all
 
Arturas Poe
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When I Close My Eyes
 
When i close my eyes at night
I see you, I feel you, I touch you
Slowly embrace and kiss you
Like the wind blows you tell me silently I love you...
 
Responding to your feelings
Strongly holding you in my arms
I kiss you again
And tell you those words which i couldn't say
When i was embracing you for real
When the feeling which i had was real...
 
But that was only a dream
Which i dream every night
After that day when you said goodbye to me.&#65279;
 
Arturas Poe
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Whispering Love
 
It has already been a year since that one day
I'm still counting the days...
No matter how funny it seems
Or how pathetic i may be
And that day was when i first saw you in my eyes
 
Like wind you came up to me...
Whispering 'i love you'
Couldn't even turn around to tell you the same
You were gone like lightening on rainy day
Because i made one fatal mistake
 
And never i saw you again
Until just that one day
When we met again...
I asked how you were
U just smiled at me...
Smiling back at you i walked away
Because i knew that nothing will be the same again.
 
Arturas Poe
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Will Walk Again
 
After this time i decided to stand
Stand up for once again
And move onto that road
Of forgotten dream...
Waking up from slumber
Once again my heart beats
When i walk that road
From so long ago...
 
Now i am much stronger
Much more ambitious than i was before
Now i walk without falling down
With all my strength i break that wall
And stand firmly on this hill
Which i thought was already so far away...
Just because u shown me new path
And i got my hopes up
I will walk it
And finish what you have started!
 
I promise on your grave
That i won't ever fall behind
That i will never be swayed by fear
Never once i will cry
Because u will be watching me
From that place
Where i can't reach you anymore!
Now i say goodbye and please
Rest in Peace! .
 
Arturas Poe
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Winter Night
 
Today i stand
At this place
Not so bright nor dark.
Still i feel the cold
And the breeze of this winter night
While i stand on this transparent ice.
 
Standing here is hard
I trip quite a lot
But without hesitation i stand up
Tired of this world.
I gaze upon those stars
And listen to this infinite silence
Of this beautiful yet dark Night.
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Winter Stars
 
I wonder when did it all change
Stars shining differently than back then
Winter nights are dark and cold
But being together makes us warm
Walking on the beach
We look up that wild sky
Wanting to fly
Releasing our souls at those beautiful stars
Talking and laughing
At how beautiful today is!
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Words Of Gratitude
 
Sometimes i want to say
Words of gratitude
To people who watched over me
To people who pushed me to go
To people who dised me
Who told me that i can't...
Because of them i reached something
Because of them i seen the world
Because of them i am myself
And i truly think that without them
I would have lost the path
I would have went some other way
And i wouldn't be as strong
As i am today!
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World Full Of Art
 
Dreams are like paintings
Love is like a puzzle
Life is like a domino
Whole world is full of art
It's full of games indeed
We live in it and laugh at it
Painting those dreams the way we want
Searching for lost pieces from puzles in our hearts
Building our dominos at will
We keep on living
In this never ending
Merry go round...
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Your Own Future
 
For one who moves in life so fast
Its but a challenge to go on
And reaching crossroads in life
Is nothing but an choice to take
Its never easy to move on
Its never easy to give up
And gaining something is nothing more...
Than losing what was in the past
Past will remain a memory locked in your heart
And future will be something
That one can make himself!
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